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Activity Purpose: Easter egg painting is no longer just a religious activity for Christians, but a 

holiday event that many households participate in or organize annually in Western countries. It is 

often planned and prepared alongside Easter brunch. This activity is designed to allow students to 

experience Easter egg painting and brunch culture, two important aspects of this particular Western 

festivity, before they go abroad for their junior year exchange program. Through this activity, we 

hope to assist students in gaining experience in event organization and food preparation, as well as 

learning how to communicate effectively and coordinate with unfamiliar people in a short period of 

time to achieve a common goal. Additionally, we hope that students who chose simply to participate 

in the activity as guests can have fun and experience the western egg painting culture. 

 

Activity Content and Results: The participating students gathered on the evening of March 27 to 

discuss ingredients, dishes, and task assignments, and tested the equipment and ingredients provided 

by the teacher to create finished products. On the day of the event, after the 9 pm assembly, the 

students immediately cleaned the venue, set up the venue (arranged tables and chairs, cut, and 

washed ingredients, and prepared a photo corner, etc.). 

 

The participating students found the egg painting activity to be especially fun, and many students 

painted several eggs when they learned that the finished products could be taken home. Some 

students also pointed out that egg coloring is a great stress reliever, and that they will look for 

opportunities to do it again after this activity. The number of participants was fewer than expected, 

and the materials prepared were relatively sufficient, allowing students who enjoyed egg coloring to 

have a great time. Several students who were initially unfamiliar with each other even exchanged 

contact information, in order to engage in further discussions on how to create good artwork. 

 

The photo corner was another area where students were drawn to. Since some of the students 

attended the event with a group of friends, the corner was a place where they could take fun selfies 

using the funny and quirky props. Taking photos with the painted eggs and the easter themed 

background also added to the festive atmosphere. 
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Regarding the food preparation, students learned how to make various hors d'oeuvres, including 

various types of bite-sized cookies, salad sandwiches, and Mimosa cocktails (sparkling wine with 

orange juice) for the welcome drink. The main dishes included sweet and savory cream cheese bagels, 

sausage and bacon pancakes, beef and bacon lettuce rolls, hot-pressed chocolate sandwiches, bread 

served with French meat sauce, and French chocolate crepes and honey pancakes. Students also 

learned that the visual appeal of the dishes is crucial to the aspect of good service. Many 

participating students reported that they learned how to work together and communicate with guests. 

 

Number of Participants: Teachers: 1, Students: 53. Overall Satisfaction Rating (out of 6): 5.6. 

 

 
Preparation of the event venue 
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Results of the Easter Egg painting 
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Preparation of the event food 
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A group picture before the closing of the event 


